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INTRODUCTION
Each summer lightning storms ignite fires in the forests and
grasslands of the Northern Rocky Mountains. Approximately 80 percent
of all forest fires in Region 1 of the United States Forest Service,
which includes Montana, northern Idaho, northeastern Washington, north
western South Dakota, and North Dakota, are lightning-caused. Region 1
has averaged 1,1^23 fires annually for the five-year period, 1961 to
1965, with lightning causing an average of 1,168 fires.^
One means presently available for studying these lightning storms
is radar. Radar has been used as a meteorological tool since World War
II, when it was first discovered that precipitation presented echoes in
radarscopes. In 19^6 and 19h7, radar was used to carry out thunder
storm research by the Air Force, Navy, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics and the Weather Bureau.
2

Project Skyfire, the long range lightning research program con
ducted by the U. S. Forest Service, has used radar in analyzing the
characteristics of lightning storms.

^Region 1 forest fire statistics obtained from Del Cox, Region 1
Fire Coordinator.
O
Project Skyfire is the study of the meteorological problems
associated with lightning-caused forest fires. This project has two
primary objectives:
1. To obtain a better understanding of the occurrence and char
acteristics of lightning storms and lightning-caused fires in the
Northern Rocky Mountain Region.
2. To Investigate the possibility of preventing or reducing the
number of lightning-caused fires through cloud modification.
D, M. Fuquay and R. G, Baughman, Project Skyfire Lightning Re
search, Final Report to the National Science Foundation, U. S. Forest
Service, Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1962.
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The U. S. Weather Bureau at Missoula, Montana has utilized radar
to support its fire weather services. As a part of the Weather Bureau's
fire weather program, the radar is used to locate the convective weather
patterns associated with thunderstorm activity.
This study has used summertime convectlve echo activity recorded
by the Weather Bureau's WSR-^7 (weather surveillance radar) radar at
Missoula, Montana. Thunderstorm echoes, as displayed by the WSR-57
radar, were examined when lightning-caused forest fires occurred in
order to determine the echo intensities of lightning storms that started
forest fires.
It should be realized that whether lightning flashes from any
storm will result in lightning-caused forest fires depends upon many
factors and represents a complex problem. Barrows (1959) stated that
lightning fire occurrence is due to the following considerations;
(1) The Individual characteristics of lightning storms.
(2) The dryness of fuels in the storm areas.
This study was limited to an investigation of one characteristic of
lightning storms that started forest fires—the Intensity of these
thunderstorms as seen on radar.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the study was to test the hypothesiss

Specific

Intensity radar echoes from thunderstorms can be associated with the
occurrence of lightning-caused forest fires.
To obtain an objective analysis of the hypothesis, lightning
fire locations were plotted on maps portraying radar echoes of "weak",
"moderate", and "strong" intensities observed within plus or minus ten
minutes of the fire origins in order to determine whether a relationship
exists.
To further supplement the analysis, time lapse photography was
used to follow the radar life cycles of some lightning storms that
started forest fires. By use of the film, storm positions could be
determined and the echo intensities of the storms calculated as they
crossed over the study area.

%
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review is divided into three sectionss The first section
explains basic radar principles and terminology used in the paper,
the second section contains information concerning the mountain thunder
storm and provides a generalized description of the type of storm the
radar is displaying, and the third section relates past work concerning
thunderstorms and fire weather that has been done with the WSR-57 radar
at Missoula.
Principles of Radar and Radar Meterorology
The fundamental principle underlying all radars was first observed
by the physicist Hertz in 1887. Hertz found that electromagnetic (radio)
waves possessed properties very similar to those of light, in that
electromagnetic waves could be reflected from various objects and fo
cused into beams by appropriate reflectors. In radar meteorology the
term "object" means anything in the atmosphere or in its boundaries
which returns a detectable amount of radio energy to the receiver. These
objects may be land, water, raindrops, cloud particles, snowflakes or
ice particles. Any source of scattered energy, regardless of its prop
erties is called a "target". The returned energy from any given target
decreases as the distance from the radar to the target increases. This
decrease in energy is known as range attenuation and refers to the fact
that the radar beam spreads out as it travels away from the radar antenna.
This reduces the energy per unit of area of the radar beam and thus re
duces the energy of the returned signal. In weather radar, the reflected
K
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energy from these targets is commonly displayed as bright spots or
"echoes" on a radar indicator known as a PPI (plan position indicator)
scope. The PPI scope is a cathode-ray tube in which electrons strike
a viewing screen coated with a fluorescent material. The distance and
horizontal direction of the "echo" can be determined from the PPI scope.
The intensity of the bright spot represents the strength of the returned
signal and depends, among other factors, upon the mass of free water per
unit volume of the target. The unit usually used to express radar echo
intensity is the decibel. The decibel is defined as a unit which repre
sents the ratio between aiqr two amounts of power at two different points.
Another common weather radar indicator is the RHI (range height indica
tor) scope which indicates echo height.
The Mountain Thunderstorm
The mountain thunderstorms that occur in July and August over
the Northern Rocky Mountain region are generally mild in intensity, but
the fire-starting potential of these storms is great.
Puquay (1962) described the meteorological factors that combine
to produce the severe lightning fire conditions in the Intermountain
West:
The primary climate control is the northward extension of
the huge Pacific high pressure area, which at times extends
well into Canada. The dry outflowing air rapidly dries the
combustible forest fuels and cures the surface vegetation.
Then there are movements of moist air across the region whose
minor fronts and upper waves combine with topographic features
and surface heating to start the storms that produce lightning.
Puquay and Baughman (1963) formed a composite model of the aver
age mountain thunderstorm.

6

The following physical characteristics are shown on the model.
1. Average cloud base height is near 12,000 feet msl.
2. Average base temperature is about QOG. This base temper
ature shows a pronounced seasonal variation. The average base
temperatures for 1957, I960, 1961, were 0°C., 2°G., and -2°G.
respectively.
3. The average maximum vertical extent of the radar echoes
is about 33>000 feet msl. Visual cloud tops are estimated to
extend to 36,000 feet for the average storm.
U. The average storm produces about 100 electrical discharges
of which about i;0 percent will be cloud-to-ground discharges.
Each discharge will lower 17 coulombs of charge to the ground.
The average height of the negative charge center is 21,600 feet.
Thus, the average electrical movement for each discharge is
about 1^0 coulomb kilometers.
5. The precipitation from each storm is usually less than
0.0$ inches.
Uses of the Radar in Studying Thunderstorms and Fire Weather
This section reviews three studies concerning thunderstorms and
fire weather previously done with the WSR-57 radar at Missoula. In
regard to these studies, it should be noted that radar echoes from thun
derstorms are usually easily distinguished from other meteorological
echoes. Battan (1959) stated that on a PPI scope, they are characterized
by their tendency toward oval shapes, sharp gradients of intensity, and
high echo intensity. On an RHI scope, they are characterized by their
large vertical extent and fairly uniform high density through a rela
tively narrow vertical column. However, one cannot be absolutely cer
tain that any given convective echo is a thunderstorm, but it is gener
ally safe to assume that any echo with a precipitation top of over
25,000 feet is, or will shortly become, a thunderstorm (Battan, 1959).
The first study done with the Missoula WSR-57 radar was undertaken
by the Radar Unit of the Missoula Weather Bureau. The study used data
collected by the radar staff during the summer of 1963. Ray Granger, radar
meteorologist, was in charge of the study, which compared known
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thimderstom occurrences over weather stations within a iiO-200 nautical
mile range of the radar with echoes seen over these stations by the
radar. Three levels of echo Intensity were studied. These were the
"weak", "moderate" and "strong" levels as determined from the Rainfall
Rate - Echo Intensity Table for the WSR-57 radar. The study had several
goals, but of particular interest to this thesis were the conclusions
concerning the ability of the WSR-57 radar to see thunderstorms over the
Northern Rocky Mountains.
Granger (196U) had this to say about the Missoula radar;
Results of the study showed that relatively positive identif
ication of echoes as being thunderstorms is possible with the
WSR-57 radar at Missoula. Some conclusions concerning radar
echoes weres
1. A convective echo beyond kO nm will be considered a
thunderstorm if it has a reflectivity of 'moderate' or greater.
2. 'Weak' convective echoes beyond 100 nm will be thunderstorms
66 percent of the time. Fifty percent of the thunderstorms in the
100-1^0 nm range will be seen, 18 percent will be seen in the 1^0200 nm range, and 6 percent in the 200-2^0 nm range. In the
bO-100 nm range, 60 percent of the thunderstorms will be seen,
but only h2 percent of the echoes will be thunderstorms.
3. 'Very weak' convective echoes in the 100-1^0 nm range will
be thunderstorms 63 percent of the time, and 80 percent of the
thunderstorms will be detected. Beyond 1^0 nm, 77-80 percent of
the echoes will be thunderstorms and i&l percent of the thunder
storms will be detected if they are in the 1^0-200 nm range;
8 percent will be seen if they are in the 200-2^0 nm range.
1&. A convective echo should be considered a thunderstorm if
it is detected beyond 175 nm.
An echo within 100 nm should be considered a thunderstorm
if the top exceeds 30,000 ft. msl.
Peterson (196b), fire weather meteorologist for the Missoula
Weather Bureau, took the same 1963 cell information and compared, a) the
locations of lightning fires with areas covered by echoes, and b) cloudto-ground lightning discharges with convective radar echoes. His results
and procedures, as described below, showed that it is possible to cor
relate the locations of lightning-caused forest fires with radar echoes
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and that as echo intensity increased so did cloud-to-ground lightning
activity.
In order to determine how well the areas covered by echoes cor
responded with locations of lightning fires, the four days in 1963
having the most lightning fires on the Nezperce National Forest were
examined. A composite chart of echoes for an entire day was drawn
from three 8-hour charts and the locations of lightning fires for that
day were located on the charts. Peterson found that almost all of the
lightning fires occurred in or very near an area of echoes. The fires
that started near but not in an echo area could have been caused by
lightning from an echo area that was not properly represented in halfhour interval exposures. Any notable exceptions could have been hold
over fires that were not discovered on the day they started.
Lightning data from four 3cyfire Lookout Stations on or near the
Nezperce National Forest were used by Peterson to compare cloud-toground lightning discharges and convective radar echoes. Results showed
that cloud-to-ground lightning was not reported from very weak echoes,
although three cases of cloud-to-ground lightning were reported; cloudto-ground lightning was reported 1^1 percent of the time from weak to
moderate echoes; 80 percent of the time from moderate to strong echoes,
and 100 percent of the time from strong echoes.
The latest study using the Missoula WSR-57 radar was done by R,
A„ Honkala (1966). Honkala further pursued the relationship of cloudto-ground lightning flashes and radar echoes and attempted to answer the
question; If an area of known size is exposed to convective activity
that is seen on radar as "strong", "moderate", or "weak" echoes, how
many cloud-to-ground lightning discharges can one expect over this same

9

area? He studied 1,736 cases (28 cases a day) during July and August
of 1963, a "case" being a 20-mile circle scribed around a Skyfire Look
out, The information for each case included the intensity of echoes
for the calendar day and the number of cloud-to-ground lightning dis
charges for the same period. He divided his study into two zones; one
zone lying within a 2$-l^ run radius of the radar and the other zone
within a 75-125 nm radius of the radar. Probability curves were drawn
for the cloud-to-ground lightning strikes observed concurrently with
weak, moderate, and strong echoes in each zone (see Figures 1 and 2).
The curves visually illustrate how cloud-to-ground lightning activity
increases with echo intensity. For instance, in the 75 to 125 nm zone
approximately 80 percent of the strong echoes had ten or more cloud-toground lightning discharges, about 62 percent of the moderate echoes
had ten or more cloud-to-ground lightning discharges and only 20 percent
of the weak echoes had ten or more cloud-to-ground lightning discharges.
Honkala concluded:
There is a significant relationship between the intensity of
convective thunderstorms as seen on radar and the number of re
ported cloud-to-ground discharges. The more intense the echo,
the higher the probable number of reported discharges.
Honkala's results are of significance to this thesis in that the
increase in cloud-to-ground lightning activity that accompanies the in
crease in echo intensity may also cause an increase in lightning-caused
forest fires. However, it should also be pointed out that the increase
in echo intensity is also accompanied by an increase in precipitation.
This increase could limit lightning fire activity from the stronger
intensity thunderstorms, despite the fact that more cloud-to-ground
lightning discharges occur with the stronger echoes.

PROBABILITY CURVE—Probable number of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in the are?,
25 to 75 miles from the Point Six radar. Curves are based on July
and August 19^3 radar and lightning data. (Honkala, 1966)
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THE STUDY ARM
The study area was chosen on the basis of two requirementsg

a)

The area must be easily "seen" by the Missoula WSR-57 radar, b) The
area must have a high number of lightning fires each year. The two
forests In Region 1 that best met the requirements were the Clearwater
and Nezperce National Forests (see Figures 3» L, and

in folder).

Except for the southwestern corner of the Nezperce National
Forest, which was not included In the study, both forests lie between
25 and 125 nm of the Missoula radar.

This is considered optimum range

for the radar; for the mountainous region in which the radar is located
causes considerable ground clutter near the center of the scope, thus
tending to make weather detection difficult within 25 nm, while beyond
125 nm range attenuation and the curvature of the earth present problems
to the detection of some precipitation targets. The ground pattern on
the radar scope for the Nezperce and Clearwater National Forests is not
extensive and does not hamper the radar meterorologist from observing
convective activity over this area.
The two forests have a high number of lightning fires each sum
mer. Lightning usually is the cause of 90 percent of the forest fires.
Table 1 shows the fire statistics for the Nezperce National Forest, the
Clearwater National Forest, and Region 1, during the period 1961 to
1965. As can be seen, the Clearwater and Nezperce forests account for
approximately 25 percent of the lightning fires in Region 1. While
lightning fires occur in all parts of Region 1, the Clearwater and
12

TABLE 1
FIRE STATISTICS FOR REGION 1, CLEARWATER AND NEZPERCE NATIONAL FORESTS FOR
THE PERIOD 1961-1965 *

Year
Total

Region 1
Lightning

Man

Nezperce N.F.
Total
Lightning

Man

Clearwater N.F»
Total
Lightning

Man

1961

2,372

2,055

317

332

317

15

201

192

9

1962

1,189

912

277

86

72

lit

105

99

6

1963

1,881

1,583

298

206

183

23

182

169

13

196a

797

567

230

58

51

7

82

81

1

1962

709

518

161

lli6

129

17

103

98

5

Total

6,948

5,665

1,283

828

752

76

673

639

3h

* Fire Statistics, provided by Del Cox, Region 1 Dispatcher, Regional Office, Missoula, Montana.

lb
Nezperee forests clearly lead In the number of fires per million acres.
In this area, no correlation is evident between lightning fire occur
rence and critical burning conditions (Barrows, 19$1).
Description
The Clearwater and Nezperee National Forests are located in northcentral Idaho (see Figure 3). The Nezperee forest covers 2,196,Oli3
acres and the Clearwater forest contains 1,676,659 acres. The southern
and southwestern ends of the Nezperee forest are bordered by the Salmon
and Snake River canyons. From the top of the river breaks, continuous
rugged mountains extend northeast to the Montana-Idaho divide. Eleva
tions average 1,300 feet along the Snake River and 2,000 feet along the
Salmon River. The topography rises to over 9,000 feet in the Seven
Devils area and over 8,000 feet in the Gospels and Buffalo Hump country.
The Clearwater forest Is also an area of almost continuous rugged moun
tains, extending easterly from the north-central Idaho prairies to the
Montana-Idaho divide.

Major drainages are the Loehsa River in the

south and the North Fork Clearwater River in the north.

Elevations

range from a low of 1,900 feet above sea level to the highest mountain,
Ranger Peak along the Montana-Idaho border, of 8,810 feet. Several other
higher points exceed 7,500 feet.
Fuels vary from mountainsides of cheat grass and bunch grass with
scattered timber and brush along the river canyons to alpine forests at
the higher elevations. Species common to the forests are western larch,
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, grand fir, Engleman spruce, white pine,
western red cedar and lodgepole pine.

1?

Precipitation on the forests varies due to elevation and weather
patterns, but averages roughly 30-35 inches in the mountainous areas
and falls mostly during the winter months as snow. The month of June
is typically wet, while July and August are usually dry with low humid
ities and mean maximum temperatures in the 80's and 90*8. Precipitation
for July and August averages one to two inches, mostly from scattered
showers and thundershowers. The area is frequented by lightning storms,
many with little or no precipitation. The Clearwater forest averages
20 thunderstorm days during July and August, while the Nezperce has 26
thunderstorm days for the same period (Fuquay and Baughman, 1963).
Weather Summaries for the 1963, 196b, and 196$ Fire Seasons
The 1963, 196it, and 1965 fire seasons for the Clearwater and Nez
perce forests were used in this study. A brief summary of weather
conditions that prevailed over the forests during these three years is
given in the following paragraphs. In general, 1963 could be classi
fied as an average fire season, while the 196b and 196$ fire seasons
were below average for fire starts and fire danger. The following
weather data have been obtained from the annual fire weather summaries
prepared by the U. S. Weather Bureau.
1963 fire weather. The most important factor in the pre-fire
season weather, November to April, was subnormal precipitation. The
snow pack was far below average in the mountains on April 1, giving
rise to speculations of a possible critical summer fire season. How
ever, during the month of April an upper level trough of low pressure
intensified along the Pacific Coast, bringing normal precipitation and
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temperatures to the forests during the months of April and May. In June,
the trough moved eastward into the western portions of the United States
and produced above normal precipitation over the forests. Thus, the
normal fire season, July and August, began with most areas soaked by
heavy June rains.
July was highlighted by cool, cloudy weather. Mean temperatures
averaged two degrees to four degrees below normal and there were frequent
periods of showers. Precipitation, however, was below normal. Lightning
activity for the month was greater than normal, but due to the high
humidity and numerous showers, the fires started by lightning were easily
controlled.
The weather during August was influenced by a high pressure system
centered over the south-central States and an upper level trough of low
pressure off the Pacific Coast. The southerly circulation around the
"high^ brought modified maritime tropical air over the forests, which
was occasionally displaced by weak invasions of cool Pacific air from
the West Coast trough. As a result, August was characterized by a great
number of thunderstorms along with slightly above normal temperatures.
Both the Clearwater and the Nezperce forests had 15 days with lightning
activity. Precipitation was spotty due to its showery nature, but in
general it was above normal.
1961; fire season. The most persistant weather factor of the
pre-season, November to June, was subnormal temperatures. This cold
weather was coupled with above normal precipitation in March and April,
and almost double the normal rainfall in June.
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A low pressure trough off the Pacific Coast dominated the weather
during July.

As a result, numerous periods of showers and thunderstorms

occurred throughout the month. The longest dry period lasted only five
days, from the 2bth through the 28th. Shower activity was general and
heavy near the middle of the month and again at the end of the month.
July precipitation averaged about 1$0 percent to $00 percent of normal,
with temperatures averaging two degrees below normal.
The weather pattern of July continued through August. Shower
activity was general and occurred at regular intervals. August precip
itation averaged 200 percent to 300 percent of normal and temperatures
averaged about four degrees below normal. Lightning activity was ob
served with many of the showers but its threat was for the most part
overpowered by the abundance of rain. The 196b fire season went into
the records as having one of the lowest fire danger potentials on record.
1965 fire season. The most important factor in the pre-fire
season, November to June, was the build-up of a near record snow pack
and a late, cold spring which delayed and prolonged the snow-melt into
late spring and early summer. At the end of June, a late snow-melt had
left most of the forest areas wet, with considerable snow remaining at
high elevations.
The weather during July and August was characterized by almost
continuous rainshower activity, which did not allow any appreciable
drying in the forests. A strong low pressure system in the vicinity
of Hudson Bay brought numerous cold polar air outbreaks in the North
Central States, while a low pressure trough along the Pacific Coast
brought moist Pacific air over the forests. The confluence of these

two air masses produced persistent and extensive shower activity over
the forests. Total precipitation during Jaly ranged from 100 percent
to 200 percent of normal, while precipitation in August ranged from 200
percent to $00 percent of normal. Temperatures during the two months
averaged two degrees below normal. Considerable lightning accompanied
the widespread shower activity, but since the forests did not dry out
to the point where fires were easily ignited, only a relatively small
number of fires were started by the lightning. The overall fire poten
tial during the 1965 season remained even lower than the previous cool
wet 196k season and most likely holds the record for low fire danger.

DATA SOURCES
Lightning Fire Data
Lightning fire occurrence data were obtained from the Fire Con
trol Division of the Region 1 Office, U. S. Forest Service, Missoula,
Montana. The data were taken from the Individual Fire Reports, Form
5100-29 (see Table 2). Information noted included time of origin of the
lightning fire, the time the fire was discovered, and location of the
fire by quarter section.

The time of origin of the fire was put down

as known if the actual lightning strike that started the fire was seen;
if the lightning strike that started the fire was not seen, the time
was entered as an estimate. The estimate is considered fairly accurate
by Fire Control personnel. Even though the forest fires may not show
up for several hours or days, the times of the thunderstorms that
started fires are usually known.
Radar Data
Radar echo data were obtained from the Radar Unit of the United
States Weather Bureau at Missoula, Montana»

The WSR-57 radar used by

the Missoula Weather Bureau is located on the top of Point Six Mbuntain,
7982 feet msl, about 8 miles north of Missoula. The radar uses a wave
length of 10.7 cm, and a pulse length of Ljp see with a pulse repetition
frequency of I6L pulses per second. The maximum range is 2^0 nm. The
radar impulses are reflected from meteorological targets that contain
precipitation size particles»

Out to 100 miles, the radar set will
19
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T#ble 2.

INDIVIDUAL FIRE REPORT

RANGER FIRE NO.

NAME OF FIRE

REGION FIRE NO.

SIZE CLASS

Class B- Items l-49b
VNDATORY ITEMS: Class A- Items 1-39
lis fire is being reported by the State as its fire. ( C h e c k o n e )
I I Yes
[2-3]
Z County
3. Forest
State
Supervisor
Fire No.

[8-10]

6.

Month
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Fire out

[38]
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37. Forward rate of spread in chains per hour discovery to attack
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Discovered by
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First attack
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Scale:
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e. Lati
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I.
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[22-24]
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I.

Area when controlled

[25-29]
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[44]
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[45]
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correct for range attenuation of the radar beam, providing the crosssection of the beam Is filled by the convective activity.

The radar is

kept in continuous 2ii-hour use, by a staff of five men trained in radar
meteorology.
Since 1963 the Radar Unit has made summertime studies of convec
tive cell activity.

Records of cell activity were kept on special paper

overlays, with National Forest boundaries and a grid of 10' latitude and
15' longitude, approximately 10 miles square (see Figure 3)•

The outline

of the instability cells at three levels of echo intensity were traced
on the overlays from the reflection plotter of the main PPI scope.
The radar echoes were divided into three categories based on the
Rainfall Rate - Echo Intensity Tables prepared for the WSR-57 radar.

To

measure echo intensity, the radar return was attenuated in three steps
to record weak, moderate, and strong echoes.

Each level of echo inten

sity was outlined in a particular color code starting at the strong level.
Several scans were observed at different elevation angles, 0°,

+1°,

etc. to +3°, to check for the strongest reflectivity and to locate the
cells among the ground return.
During

1963,

the radar return was attenuated in three steps to

measure the reflectivity (Z) between 1.5 x 10 mm^/m^ and 1.9 x 10^ mm^/m^
for weak echoes, 1.9 x 10^

and 2.6 x 10^ rm^/m^ for moderate

echoes, and greater than 2.6 x 10^ mm^/m^

for

strong echoes.

During

the 196k and 1965 fire seasons the reflectivity levels were changed
slightly; the weak echoes were measured between l.lt x 10

and 9.2

X 10^ mra^/m^, the moderate echoes were measured between 9.2 x 10^ mm^/ra^
and 2.6 x 10^ mm^/m^, and strong echoes were measured the same as in

1963.
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Thus, at each observation, 39 decibels of attenuation are intro
duced into the radar's video display, lowering its sensitivity, thereby
eliminating all weak and moderate echoes from the scope and leaving only
the strong echoes which are outlined in green onto the PPI (plan posi
tion indicator) scope.

The attenuation is then reduced to

2k decibels,

eliminating weak echoes, and the remaining moderate and strong echoes
are outlined in red.

The attenuation is then further decreased to

9

decibels eliminating only the very weak echoes and the remaining weak,
moderate, and strong echoes

are

outlined in black.

All the outlined

cells are then copied, using the color code, onto the paper overlays.
The relationships between the reflectivity (Z), decibel attenu
ation and theoretical rainfall rate is shown in Figure 6.

The reflec

tivity of any radar echo can be found by introducing attenuation into
the video display thereby determining the rainfall rate for that echo.
Note that weak echoes have a theoretical rainfall rate of ,01 inches/hr.
-0.1 imihmt/hour, moderate echoes have a theoretical rainfall rate of
0.1 inches/hour - 1.0 inches/hour, and strong echoes have a theoretical
rainfall rate of over 1 inch/hour.
Radar observations were recorded on overlay maps two times an
hour during the 1963 fire season and once an hour during the
1965 fire seasons.

196k and

Microfilm of the radar scope is also available with

observations usually every 5-10 minutes at zero attenuation.

Limitations of Data
Certain limitations and problems in both radar and fire data
should be recognized in relationship to this study.

It should be real

ized that most times of origins of lightning fires are approximate
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Figure 6. Echo Intensity Chart (WSR-57).
Weather Surveillance Radar Manual.
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unless the actual lightning strike that started the fire was seen.

If

the lightning strike was not seen, the fire can only be recorded as
starting whenever the storm that started the fire passed over the area,
and the storm may have lasted a half hour or longer.

Thus, a time of

1200 will be given for a fire origin though the storm may have lasted
from llli5 to 1220.
Radar data are subject to both human and non-human error.

Range

attenuation tends to reduce the intensity of echoes as the distance from
the radar antenna Increases.

The radar corrects for this range attenu

ation, but the assumption is made that the precipitation echo fills the
radar beam entirely.

Precipitation areas which are smaller than the

diameter of the beam, 1.75 nm at the $0 nautical mile range and 3'k9 nm
at the 100 nm range, would appear weaker than their actual intensity.
Some echoes may be missed due to human error.
July

6,

1963, nine lightning fires started from

I6I4O

For example, on
to 1710 in the

northwestern corner of the Clearwater National Forest.

Regular radar

observations at l61iU, 1712, and I7I42 showed no echoes in the fire area,
but examination of the microfilm between the same periods revealed echo
activity over the fire locations.
In spite of these limitations, the relationship between radar
echoes and the lightning fire locations is basically sound.

Radar

echoes were in close association with fire locations in almost all cases.
The closer the radar observation times came to matching the times of
fire origin, the better the association was between the two.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS

The fire seasons of 1963, I96I4, and 196^ on the Nezperce and
Clearwater National Forests were used in examining the relationship
between weak, moderate, and strong convective echoes and lightning fire
occurrence.

Each fire season, the high ten days for lightning fire

starts were checked in both the Nezperce and Clearwater National Forests.
No days with less than two fire starts were included, so in some years
less than ten days were used.

This proved practical in that it limited

the radar data to be checked and permitted concentration on those periods
of maximum lightning fire activity.
fires were used.

In total, $2 days with 582 lightning

The total number of lightning fires in the Clearwater

and Nezperce National Forests for this 3-year period was 711.

Thus, 82

percent of the total lightning fires started in these 52 days.
In order to compare locations of lightning fires with radar
echoes, the two were placed together on maps of the Clearwater and Nez
perce National Forests.

These maps were 5X enlargements of the forests

as they appear on the paper overlays used by the Radar Unit (Figures 7
and 8).

The process of enlarging the radar echo maps was done with a

Focalmatic Desk Projector at the office of the Montana State Forester
in Missoula.

The fires were located by quarter section on United States

Forest Service 1 inch s 8 mile maps of the Clearwater and Nezperce National
Forests (see Figures U and 5).

A grid of 10" latitude and l5' longitude

was drawn on these maps, and then with the use of the desk projector the
grids on the Forest Service maps were matched with the same grids on the
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radar maps.

The fire locations were then transferred from the Forest

Service maps onto the $X radar maps, so that the radar echoes and light
ning fires appeared together.

Radar Echo Intensity and Lightning Fire Occurrence
In the final analysis of the objective, only those lightning
fires were used which had a radar observation within plus or minus 10
minutes of their time of origin.

This time period was used because of

the rapidity in which convective echoes move, decrease and increase in
intensity.

There were 232 lightning fires which had radar observations

within plus or minus 10 minutes of their time of origin.

One hundred

twenty-six of the lightning fires occurred in the Clearwater National
Forest and 106 occurred in the Hezperce National Forest.
In the Clearwater National Forest, 71 fires occurred outside
radar echoes, ^2 fires within weak echoes, three fires within moderate
echoes, and no fires within strong echoes.

This put $6.h percent of

the lightning fires outside radar echoes, bl«2 percent within weak
echoes, 2^h percent within moderate echoes, and 0 percent within strong
echoes.

The number of lightning fires inside different intensity echoes

and percentages for each fire season In the Clearwater National Forest
are given in Table 3.
In the Nezperce National Forest, 67 fires occurred outside radar
echoes, 33 fires within weak echoes, six fires within moderate echoes,
and no fires within strong echoes.

Percentage wise, 63.2 percent of

the lightning fires started outside radar echoes, 31.1 percent within
weak echoes, 5»7 percent within moderate echoes, and 0 percent within
strong echoes.

Total lightning fires inside different intensity echoes
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and percentages for each fire season In the Hezperce National Forest
are given in Table Ii.
Combined totals for the Nezperce and Clearwater National Forests
reads

137 lightning fires outside radar echoes, 86 fires within weak

echoes, nine fires within moderate echoes, and no fires within strong
echoes.

This puts 59 percent of the lightning fires outside radar

echoes, 37.1 percent within weak echoes, 3.9 percent within moderate
echoes, and 0 percent within strong echoes (see Table 5).
The years 196b and 1965 showed better percentages of lightning
fire starts within echoes than 1963

(see

Table S).

In these years, the

weak intensity range was lowered to 9 db, permitting more echoes to be
included on the radar observations.

This is probably part of the reason

for the better percentages in those two yearso
been the thunderstorms themselves.

Another reason may have

The 196b and 1965 fire seasons had

thunderstorms that were larger in size and more general in distribution
than the 1963 fire season, when thunderstorms were smaller and more
Isolated.
Appendix A shows lightning fires that occurred within areas
covered by radar echoes.

Each map in the Appendix shows all lightning

fires that occurred within plus or minus 10 minutes of the radar obser
vations, so there are also lightning fires outside the radar echoes.
The Appendix gives a visual description of radar echo intensity when
lightning fires were being ignited.
Host lightning-caused forest fires started in areas covered by
weak intensity echoes.

However, the presence of moderate and strong

echoes should be noted on many of the radar observations.

Of the 86
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TABLE 3
LIGHTNING FIRS STARTS WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS TEN MINUTES OF A RADAR
OBSERVATION ON THE CLEARWATER NATIONAL FOREST

19^3Î

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

33
17
0
0

or 66^
or 3ii^
or 0^
or 0^

196^.:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

22
17
0
0
39

or 56^
or hk%
or
or 0^

1965;

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

16
18
3
0
37

or
or 19:2
or 8^
or 0^

Total: Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

71
52
3
0

or 56.k%
or kl.2%
or 2.k%
or 0.0%

n?

100

7^
c
03
o
k

<0

(5
25

m
T3
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03

rt

g

+3
0

0)
-p
0
k

©

-o

o

i
1963

<Q
T)
•H
tQ
-P

rt

(D

>

0
O

196b

Echo Intensity

(D
+3

fl)

k
0)
T3

Q)

s+3
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g

i

i

1965
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TABLE 11
LIGHTNING FIRE STARTS WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS TEN MINUTES OF A RADAR
OBSERVATION ON THE NEZPERCE NATIONAL FOREST

I9A3:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

30
7
0
__0
37

or 82%
or 18%
or 0%
or 0%

I96U:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

9
10
k
_0
23

or 39^
or l^li%
or 17%
or 0%

19^?:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

27
17
2
0

or ^9%
or 37%
or k%
or 0%

n?
Total: Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

66
3li
6
0
106

100
75
M

k
(d
p4

50
25

1963

196k
Echo Intensity

1965

Total

or 42.3%
or 32.1%
or $.6%
or 0.0%
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TABLE 5;
LIGHTNING FIRE STARTS WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS TEN MINUTES OF A RADAR
OBSERVATION ON THE NEZPERCE AND CLEARWATER NATIONAL FORESTS

1963:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

63 or 72%
2h or 28%
0 or 0%
0 or 0%
ÏÏ7

1.96k:

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

31 or $0%
27 or kh%
h or 6%
0 or 0%

196^;

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

Total; Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

starts
starts
starts
starts

outside echoes
within weak echoes
within moderate echoes
within strong echoes

h3 or 52%
35
5
0
BT
137
86
9
0

232

100
7.^
m
k
e
pl

50
2?
0
CD
-p
(0
(4
œ
73
0
0

1963

©

•f-l
m
•p
0
0

196k
Echo Intensity

ni
œ
is

©

•p
«1
k
m
Tf
0

e

1962

(d
3
m

0)

-p
03

I

CO

ts
e
Total

or k2%
or 6%
or 0%
or 59.0%
or 37.1%
or 3.9%
or 0.0%
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lightning fires that occurred under weak intensity echoes, Ij,6 of the
fires occurred under weak echoes that were associated with moderate or
strong echo intensities.

During the periods of greatest lightning fire

activity, moderate and strong intensity echoes were usually, although
not always, present (see Figures 9 and 10).

In any case, lightning

fire locations occurred within areas covered by weak intensity echoes
rather than in areas covered by the more intense echoes.
At this point, it is interesting to look at Honkala's (1966)
conclusions concerning convective radar echoes and cloud-to-ground
lightning strikes.
There is a significant relationship between the intensity
of convective thunderstorms as seen by radar and the number of
reported cloud-to-ground lightning discharges. The more intense
the echo, the higher the probable number of reported cloud-toground lightning strikes.
While Honkala's study reported an increase in the number of cloud-toground lightning discharges as echo intensity increased, this study
indicates that most lightning-caused forest fires originated within
areas covered by weak intensity echoes»

Apparently, even though cloud-

to-ground lightning increases with echo intensity, the greater precipi
tation that also accompanies the more intense echoes must keep lightning
fire activity very limited»

The precipitation that accompanies weak

echoes is only a trace to 0.1 inch/hour compared with 0.1 incb/4iour to
1 inch/hour for moderate echoes and over 1 inch/hour for strong echoes.
This heavy precipitation that occurs in areas covered by moderate and
strong echoes must be sufficient to overpower the increased cloud-toground lightning activity.

Another effect of the increased rainfall

may be that it alters the path taken by the lightning flash as it passes
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down the tree.

Yiemeister (1961) stated that in some cases, if bark is

thoroughly soaked with rain, much of the lightning current may pass
down the outside of the tree with little damage.
While most lightning fires occurred in areas covered by weak
intensity echoes, the issue of determining which weak echoes will start
lightning fires remains a problem.

Amount, duration and timing of pre

cipitation varies, as does the lightning activity accompanying thunder
storms of weak radar intensity.

This is further complicated by conditions

of the fuel and physical features of the forest In the storm areas.
There were 137 lightning fires in the analysis that occurred
outside any echo intensities.

At first glance this would seem to Indi

cate that the radar was not "seeing" many of the thunderstorms that
started lightning fires, but a closer examination proved that this was
not true.

Of the 137 fires located outside echoes, only 17 fires were

difficult to associate with radar echoes.

The other 120 lightning

fires were associated with radar echoes in at least one of the follow
ing ways;
1)

Radar observations made within plus or minus 10 minutes
of fire starts showed echoes less than $ nm away from
fire locations.

2)

Radar observations made within plus or minus 1 hour of
fire starts showed echoes over fire locations.

3)

Radar observations made before and after fire starts
indicated that an echo was probably over fire locations.

h)

Time lapse film at zero attenuation revealed echo activity
over fire location when fires started.

There are several reasons for these lightning fires being closely
associated with echoes but not having echoes directly over their loca
tions.

One reason was that the lightning fire times of origin were
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estimated in most cases.

So in some cases the time lapse between radar

observations and fire starts was greater than 10 minutes, giving the
echo time to move slightly away from the fire locations.

Fire locations

were checked with echoes shown on radar observations that were taken 11
to 20 minutes away from the fire starts.

As would be expected, the per

centage of fires under echo areas decreased.

Out of 2^9 fire occurrences

75 percent of the fire locations fell outside echo

activity.

A second reason for some lightning fires being close to echoes
but not within them was that very weak echo activity was not plotted on
the original radar overlays.

From microfilm and the closeness of light

ning fires to echoes, there is reasonable evidence to indicate that some
of the fires resulted from lightning discharges from very weak echoes.
This is particularly true in cases where echoes of very weak intensity
had stronger intensities associated with them.

Surrounding many weak

and stronger Intensity thunderstorm echoes exists a peripheral ring of
very weak echo activity.

The number of cloud-to-ground lightning dis

charges In this region of the storm is probably very low, but the
lightning may be very effective in igniting forest fires.

Also, pre

cipitation in this area of the storm would be almost negligible.
Maximum heights of radar echoes are given on some of the radar
observations in Appendix A.

Using this information, the radar heights

of thunderstorms which started fires were studied and compared with the
radar heights of thunderstorms that Faquay (1962) observed for lightning
to be present.

Fuquay stated?

The minimum echo height for lightning to be present is about
21,000 feet msl. Asjthe maximum echo height increases, this
total number of lightning discharges also increases. Maximum
echo height recorded for the 1961 season was b3,000 feet msl.
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Fifty lightning fires in this study occurred under echoes that
had precipitation tops determined by radar.

Heights of radar echoes

and the number of fires that occurred with each echo height are given
in Figure 11»

The tops ranged from 21,000 feet msl to 1+3,000 feet msl

and corresponded to radar tops observed by Fuquay.

The relationship in

this study may be biased towards the larger, higher thunderstorms, be
cause the more intense thunderstorms usually were the ones that were
measured, while the weaker echoes were usually not measured simply be
cause of lack of time.

The minimum echo height closely associated with

lightning fires occurred at 21$0, August 3, 1965, on the Nezperce
National Forest (see Figure 12).

Radar height for the echo was 16,000

feet msl.

Life Cycles of Some Lightning Storms that Started Forest Fires
Since thunderstorms change in intensity, It was deemed worthwhile
to follow some thunderstorms through their entire radar life cycles.
To accomplish this, time lapse film of the radarscope was used to follow
nine instability areas which started lightning-caused forest fires.
The film provided an almost minute-to-minute record of echo activity at
zero attenuation.

From the time lapse film, storm positions could be

calculated at any time and Intensities thus determined from the regular
PPI overlays.

a

map was prepared to fit the film picture projected by

a Recordak machine (see Figure 13).

Each storm's progress was drawn

from the film onto these maps.
The storms were tracked as closely as possible until they faded
from the scope or until the ground pattern or surrounding echoes made
It Impossible to follow the echoes any further.

All storms tracked
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Height of Radar Echoes in feet

Figure 11.

Radar heights of echoes "seen" over fire locations.

Figure 12.

Radar echoes and lightning fire locations for 21^0, 8/3/65.
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Figure 13. Map for the 1963 time lapse film

12
occurred daring the 1963 fire season»

The smaller and more Isolated

thunderstorms of 1963 made identification and tracking much easier than
the more general thunderstorm activity that occurred in 196b and 1965.
Appendix B contains the maps of the thunderstorms' paths.

The

time lapse maps are accompanied by observations from the regular PPI
overlays to show the Intensities of the thunderstorms as they traveled
over the Clearwater and Nezperce forestsc

These maps are supplemented

below by brief explanations of the instability areas and the lightning
fires started by them.
Instability area number 1 was first pictured on
at 1^35 July 3, over the southern Nezperce.

the

radar scope

The storm proceeded almost

due north and at 17bO was situated over the northwestern corner of the
Clearwater»
65 nm.

During the two-hour period the storm traveled approximately

Regular radar overlays showed the storm as a weak cell

a moderate cell at 1620, a moderate
llh^o

cell

at

I51i5,

at 161^0, and two weak cells at

At 17it5, the thunderstorm moved slightly to the southeast before

again heading in a northerly

direction.

At

this time the storm was

growing in size and intensity and was pictured on the 18^5 overlay as
a strong echo with a radar
now north of

the

top of

^6,000

the

The thunderstorm was

Clearwater National Forest and finally faded from the

radar scope at 2300 over northern Idaho.
fires in

feet.

The thunderstorm started five

Clearwaters one at 1710 and four between I8l5 and

I838.

Instability area number 2 was first sighted b y radar at l5lO
July 6, over the Clearwater-Nezperce boundary.
a northerly course which brought
Clearwater at

1635.

It

it

The storm proceeded on

over the northwestern corner of the

lingered over this area until 1730 and then

ii3
moved north out of the Clearwater.
echo

activity

made

it

After

I8OO,

ground pattern and other

impossible to follow the thunderstorm any farther.

The thunderstorm started nine fires from 16^0 to 1730«

Overlays show

the storm as a weak echo at 1$25 and IJiiO, but after l^iiO the thunder
storm is not shown.

O3OO

Instability area number 3 appeared on the radar at

in a

over the Nezperce and moved
traveled about

25

northeasterly direction.

a

cated this thunderstorm as

a

at 0325, a weak echo with

0520.

The storm

nm from 0300 to 0^00, before decreasing in intensity

and disappearing into the ground pattern at 0^15.

OL25, a weak echo

August k,

with

weak echo with

a

Radar overlays indi

radar top of

radar top of 35,000

at 03k5, a

a radar top of 30,000 at OHKS,

One fire was started

at 01^15, 75

and

3ii»000

feet

weak echo at

no

echo

at

minutes after the storm was

first seen on radar.
Instability area number
August it, and traveled in
ing with a large echo at

a

north-northeasterly direction until combin

0625.

as small weak cells at 0325,
no echo

28,000

at OHH^,
and

a weak

a

Radar overlays show the instability area
weak cell

cell at 0520,

29,000 at 05it0,

29,000 at 0625.

k appeared on the radar scope at 0325

two

at

03L5, a weak cell

weak

cells with

and a moderate cell with

at

radar

a radar

Oi|,25,

tops of

top of

The storm started eight fires between 0520 and 0530,

about 2 hours after the storm was first seen on radar.
Instability area number 5 appeared on radar at 01*05 as two small
echoes south of the

Nezperce.

The storm traveled from the southwest to

the northeast covering approximately
scope

at

0715.

75

nm before disappearing

from the

Regular radar observations indicated the storm as no

a
echo at 03li5, two weak echoes at Ok2$ and

three weak echoes at

0^20, three weak echoes at 05I4O, a weak echo at 062$, and no echo at
06k^.

The storm started two fires approximately 1 hour and 25 minutes

after the storm was first sighted by radar.
Instability

area

southwestern corner

of

number 6 started at 0535 August li, over the

120 nm before fading from
radar overlays indicated

echo

at 061i5,

Nezperce.

the

the

two

as

weak

echo

II30

scope at

the storm

0725, and 07kO,

The

no

traveled approximately

over the Clearwater.

The

echo at 05L0 and 0625, a weak

echoes at 0825, no echoes at

081i0, 0920, and 09^0, and very weak cells (zero attenuation) at 1010
and 1110o

One fire was started at 07ii5»

2 hours

and 10 minutes after

the storm was first seen on radar.
Instability area number 7 was first
August U, in the western Clearwater.

The

detected

by radar at 1010

storm moved northeast and

disappeared from the scope at 1110 after traveling about 30 nm.

the

radar observations indicated
at lOliO, and no echo at 1120.
minutes

after

Regular

storm as no echo at 1020, a weak echo

The storm started one fire

at I030,

20

the echo was first seen.

Instability area number È appeared on radar at 0635 August 6,

over

the southwestern

Nezperce.

line

of

two or

part

of

the storm going north-northeast into the Clearwater and another

three cells.

At

The
O83O

storm moved north-northeast as a
a definite split developed with

part heading northeast into the Nezperce.

The northern

section of the

storm faded from the radar scope at 1000 and the section that traveled
across the Nezperce was weakening as it disappeared into the ground
pattern at 09L0.

Radar overlays showed the storm as a weak echo at

061i0,

0720, 07bO,

30,000

feet to

0823,

35,000

a series of weak echoes with radar tops from

feet at

and no echoes at 1020.

08$0,

two weak echoes at

0922

and 09k^,

The storm that went north through the Clearwater

started no fires, but the section that went through the Nezperce started
at least seven fires with three more that may have been caused by the
storm.

Fire times were? one at 082$, two at

O83O,

three at 0900, and

one at 090S.
Instability area number 9 started as faint echoes at 2200 August
11, and by 0200 August 12 a definite instability line had formed.

A

portion of the line moved through the western sections of the Nezperce
and Clearwater from 0200 to

O8OO,

Radar overlays Indicated the insta

bility line as weak cells at 022$, a weak line with moderate cells at
032$, a weak line with moderate and strong cells at Oli25, a weak line
with moderate and strong cells at
cells at 07$0.

After

O8OO,

O632,

and a weak line with moderate

the instability line continued moving north

ward until it faded from the scope at 09$0,

The storm started four

fires s one at 063$, one at 06it$, one at 06$$, and one at 07itO.
Thirty-eight lightning fires occurred with the nine storms.
Thirty-five of these lightning fires occurred when the storms had com
pleted more than 2$ percent bat less than 7$ percent of their Individual
radar life cycles.

If the radar life cycles were divided into four

quarters, one lightning fire would occur in the first quarter, 17 lightnine fires in the second quarter, 18 lightning fires in the third quarter
and two lightning fires in the fourth quarter.
These nine storms portray some variations that exist between
radar thunderstorms that started lightning firest.

They were not

K6
stereotyped and vary markedly in size and length of duration.

For

example, storm number 7 was very small in size and covered about 30 nm
in the hour that it existed, while storm number

9

was over 100 nm in

length at times and traveled about 2^0 nm in 10 hours.
Radar intensities of these storms were almost entirely weak as
they traveled over the Nezperce and Clearwater forests.

Only storms

1 and it recorded echoes of moderate intensities as they crossed the
forests.

Storms 1 and

9 had strong echoes associated with them, but

these strong echoes occurred outside the forests.

Almost all the light

ning fires were ignited while the storms were weak in radar echo inten
sity.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

Most lightning-caused forest fires can be correlated with the

thunderstorm echoes whose lightning flashes caused them.

The biggest

problem in correlating the two is obtaining accurate ignition times for
the lightning fires, for the Missoula radar is capable of detecting the
majority of thunderstorms within its effective range.

When ignition

times become more accurate, it will be possible to form a better rela
tionship between lightning fires and radar echoes, and to produce a
statistically sound analysis of the characteristics of radar echoes
which started lightning-caused forest fires.
2.

Most lightning-caused forest fires occur within areas covered

by weak intensity radar echoes.

Areas covered by more intense echoes

showed very little lightning fire activity.

This apparently was the

result of increased precipitation within these areas.

The precipitation

that occurs within moderate and strong intensity echoes must be suffi
cient to override other factors affecting lightning fire occurrence,
including dryniSSs of fuels in the area previous to the storm and the
increase in cloud-to-ground lightning that accompanies the increase in
echo intensity#
3.

The use of time lapse film to follow thunderstorms which

started lightning-caused forest fires supports the conclusion that
lightning fires are ignited by thunderstorms of weak intensity.

The

time lapse photography showed that the thunderstorms which started
lightning fires were mostly weak in intensity when they passed over the
Nezperce and Clearwater forests, and when their cloud-to-ground light
ning discharges ignited forest fires.
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Time laps# observations for Instability Area Number 1: 1535-1^^0I6o5-l62^-l61i5-1705-1720-17ii0, 7/3/63.
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Number 1 continued
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Time lanse observations for Instabilité \rea Number 2:
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area dumber 3
0300-Oj45-0m5-0kk2-0$00, 8/4/63.
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Regular radar observations and lightning fire locations
for Instability Area Number 3,
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Number b
0325-0ii00-0it35^5oo-0$30-0625, 8A/63.
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Regular radar observations and lisjhtnlng fire locations
for Instability Area Number ii.
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Number 5
0ii0?-0ii20-0ijii0-0?20-05?0-0630-070?, 8A/63.
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Regular radar observations and lightning fire
locations for Instability Area 'lumber 5.
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Number 6;
0?35-0.5U5-O6O5-063?-0650-0710-073?-07^5-0815-0900-0930

1030-1115, 8A/63.
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Regular radar observations and lightning fire locations
for Instability Area Number 6,
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Mmber 7
1010-1020-1015-1100-1110, 8/6/63.
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116'

Regular radar observations and lightning fire locations
for Instability Area Number 7.
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Time lapse observations for Instability Area Uumber

8;

0635-O700-O7l5-O730-O7b5-O800-O820-08LO-O900-O920-O9b0-I000,

8/6/63.
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Regular radar observations and lightning fire locations
for Instability Area Number 8,
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Tine lapse observations for Instability Area "lumber 9:
2l00 (g/h/%3)-0200-0400-0200, 8/12/63.
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Instability Area lumber 9 continued, O63O, 8/12/63.
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Instability Area 'lumber
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0700, 9/12/63
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Instability Area Number 9 continued; 0730-0300-0900
09&$, 8/Ï2/ï963.
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Regular radar observations and lightning fire locations
for Instability Area Number 9.

